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Riemannian geometry, based upon a metric form ds2 = gijdxidxJ', 
gives us the curvature tensor R)u as the sole basic differential in
variant of the space, and of the symmetric tensor gy. The general 
tensor g^ can be broken up into the sum of two irreducible com
ponents, namely the symmetric and antisymmetric portions defined 
respectively by 2giij)=gij+gji and 2g[ij]=gij--gji. The latter disap
pears in constructing ds2; but the general differential invariants of gij 
must necessarily be composed of those derivable from g(ij) (the curva
ture tensor above), from gun, and a group of mixed invariants de
pendent upon both. I t is proposed to investigate the general problem 
by use of a well known and easily proved fundamental lemma of the 
calculus of variations : The Euler equations derived from a variational 
principle are tensor-invariant under the group of transformations which 
leaves the original integral invariant. Actually the equations as di
rectly obtained state that a certain covariant vector vanishes. 

Given the tensor ga{xl • • • xn) we first introduce two (implicit) 
absolute parameters u, v, and construct the variational problem 

ƒ % j % ox 
gijXuxvdudv = 0; xu = > and so on. 

du 

Only ^-transformations will be allowed for the present. The Euler 
equations become 

2{g(ij)Xuv + Lfti%u%v\ = 0; 

Lju = (gi&.j + ga,h — gjk,i)/2; gi3',k = dga/dxk. 

These L^k must, therefore, have the law of transformation of Christof-
fel symbols of the first kind. In fact 

cr> Ljki = i£(iA:)'> "*"£(t7)'fc "• £<#)•<}/^ + {g[ik],i +gui],k +g[kj],i}/2 

= Tjki + Qjki. 

Here Fjk% are precisely Christoffel symbols of the first kind associated 
with g(^), and QJM is the fully covariant form of the Car tan torsion 
tensor. If now the discriminant |g<»y)| 5^0, we may construct g(ij) as 
usual to raise indices, and then obtain the coefficients of a general 
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